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Abstract
A geometrical construction of superconformal transformations in six dimensional (2,0) super-
space is proposed. Superconformal Killing vectors are determined. It is shown that the trans-
formation of the tensor multiplet involves a zero curvature non-trivial cochain.
1Laboratoire associe au CNRS-URA-D0063.
1 Introduction
Many reasons motivate the study of supersymmetric six dimensional chiral theories with sixteen
supercharges [1]. The more recent one is that the worldvolume of the ve-brane [2, 3, 4, 5, 6] of
M-theory [7] is described by such a theory. Not much is known about M-theory besides that
it contains membranes and ve-branes and that by compactication it reduces to superstring
theory. A recent conjecture by Maldacena [8] states that M-theory on AdS7  S4 with radii
Rsph = RAdS=2 = lp(N)
1=3 (lp is the eleventh dimensional Planck length) is dual to the
superconformal worldvolume theory describing N coincident ve-branes. Some consequences
of this conjecture were examined in [9]. The study of six dimensional (2,0) theories may thus
provide important clues concerning the still mysterious M-theory. Another conjecture on M-
theory is that of Matrix theory [10]; here too, (2,0) six dimensional theories appear from Matrix
theory compactied on T 4 [11].
The aim of this paper is the geometrical study of six dimensional (2,0) theories in superspace.
The (2,0) multiplet contains ve scalars, one Weyl-symplectic Majorana spinor and an anti-self
dual three form [12]. In section 2, we recall the supereld description of this multiplet [13] with
one supereld in the vector representation of the R-symmetry group SO(5). This supereld is
subject to a constraint which, as shown in section 2, reproduces the correct multiplet and the
equations of motions. In section 3, we show that there exists an alternative formulation with
the aid of a closed super three-form which is subject to some constraints. These constraints
are somewhat similar to those of the 10D super Yang-Mills constraints [14] and to the six
dimensional (1,0) constraints for the tensorial multiplet [15]. For (1,0) six dimensional theories
it is possible to nd nontrivial sigma models living on a quaternionic target space [16]. In
section 4, we show that a generalization to sigma models of the free theory leads only to trivial
conformally flat target spaces. This illustrates the rigidity of (2,0) theories. In section 5, we
dene superconformal transformations as supercoordinate transformations leaving the super-
flat metric invariant up to a scale. A similar construction for N=1 4D theories is considered in
[17] and references therein. We calculate the resulting super-Killing vectors and show that their
Lie algebra is that of OSp(6; 2j2). An algebraic construction of the superconformal (2,0) algebra
was given in ref [18], it relies on the triality property of the six-dimensional conformal group
SO(6; 2) and results in the orthosymplectic group OSp(6; 2j2). Our geometrical construction
provides a realisation of the generators of OSp(6; 2j2) in superspace and facilitates the study of
superconformal invariance in a manifestly supersymmetric context. In section 6, we determine
the transformation of the scalar supereld under superconformal transformations. We nd that
this transformation involves a zero curvature 1-cochain on the superconformal Lie algebra. We
determine explicitly this cochain and show that it is non-trivial. We illustrate the usefulness
of the formalism of section 3 by showing that the transformation of the super-three form is
purely geometrical and simpler than that of the scalar supereld. We collect our conclusions
in section 7. Our notations and some technical results wich are used in the text can be found
in the Appendix.
2 Free supermultiplet
The on-shell (2,0) supermultiplet comprises ve scalars i transforming as a vector of SO(5),
one symplectic Majorana-Weyl fermion and a two-form with self dual eld strength. The goal
of this section is to provide a manifestly supersymmetric description of this muliplet [13]. One
may try to consider a scalar supereld transforming in the 5 of SO(5) whose  = 0 component
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is the scalar eld. Such a supereld would have the general form2
i(x; ) = i(x) +  i + : : : ; (2.1)
where : : : stand for terms with two and more . We see that at the one  level we have
ve independent fermions. Since the on-shell supermultiplet has only one fermion we have to
constrain the supereld in such a way that only one out of the ve  i be independent. An
SO(5) covariant way of doing this is to impose that





Note that  i may be written as the  = 0 component of D^
i = (@^ − (Γ)^@)i, so that a





















Our notations can be found in the appendix. The rest of this section is devoted to the analysis of
the constraint (2.5). We will show that it reproduces the (2,0) supermultiplet and the equations
of motion.
Let Ψa = (γi)
b
a Db
i=5 then the supersymmetric transformation of i is given by the  = 0
component of Di = ΓiΨ. In order to get the quadratic terms in  we take the Db of the
constraint (2.5). The following decomposition of the product of two derivative is useful
DaDb = −(γ
)[]Ω[ab]@ + Ω[ab]D() + (γ
i)[ab]Di() + (γ
ij)(ab)D[ij][]; (2.6)
where () or [] means that the quantity is symmetric or antisymmetric. The quantities






Taking the supersymmetric derivative of (2.5) and using the identities
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we get the following equations
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2In ref [13] the scalar supereld is in the antisymmetric representation of Sp(2), [ab]. It is related to ours
by i = (γi)ab
[ab].
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Taking the  = 0 part of these equations shows that the only new eld that appears at this
level is the  = 0 component of
H  Di()
i: (2.12)
Regarded as a matrix, this supereld H can be decomposed in the basis made by the anti-
symmetrised products of the Dirac matrices. Taking into account the symmetry and chirality
properties ( and  are both of the opposed chirality compared to the ’s), only products of




h123 is anti self-dual because
123
456γ456 = −6 γ123 ; (2.14)
when acting on chiral spinors. In order to get the transformation of the spinor  , we take the








In order to look for possible new elds at the level of the product of three ’s we have to
calculate the supersymmetric derivative of H. The consistency of (2.15) gives











ΩacDbHγ = 0: (2.16)




which gives the supersymmetric transformation of the three-form and shows that no new degrees
of freedom appear at the three ’s as well as at higher levels. Multiplying (2.17) by C gives
the equation of motion of the fermion γ@Ψ = 0 which when used in (2.15) gives the bosonic
equations @@
i = 0 and γγ







and use the Dirac equation. The equation of motion of H reads for the three-form h dened
in (2.13) as dh = dh = 0 which gives the Bianchi identity and the equations of motion of
the three-form. This equation assures that the three-form h is the eld strength of a two-form
which can be identied with the two-form of the tensoriel supermultiplet. It remains to prove














eld strength H = dB. Here M = (; ^), E = dx − Γd and E^ = d^ are the basis of 1
super-forms invariant under global supersymmetries. In a way similar to Yang-Mills theories
[14], we impose the constraints
H^^γ^ = 0; (3.1)
H^^ = (ΓΓi)^^
~i; (3.2)
and solve the Bianchi identity dH = 0. Here ~i is a scalar supereld which belongs to the
vectorial representation of SO(5). We shall prove that we can identify ~i with the scalar
supereld i of the previous section.
Terms with four spinorial indices in the Bianchi identity give H(^^(Γ
)^^) = 0 which is satised
thanks to the relation
(Γi)(^^(Γ
)^^) = 0; (3.3)
which is proved in the Appendix.
Terms with three spinorial indices in the Bianchi identity give
D(^H^γ^) + 2H(^(Γ
)^γ^) = 0: (3.4)
Taking into account the Dirac matrices property
(Γ)^(^(Γ
)^^) + (Γ
i)^(^(Γi)^^) = 0; (3.5)







Comparing (3.7) with (3.2) we see that ~i and ~Ψ^ must be related by
(Γi)^
^ ~Ψ^ = D^
~i; (3.8)
which is equivalent to the constraint (2.5) obeyed by the scalar supereld i allowing us to
identify the two.
The terms with two spinorial indices in the Bianchi identity lead to
@[H]^^ +D(^H^) −H(Γ
)^^ = 0; (3.9)
which is satised provided we make the identication
H = h (3.10)
and use equation (2.15).
The term with one spinorial index is identically zero du to (2.17) and nally the term with no
spinorial indices in the Bianchi identity is zero du to the equation of motion of h and the
identication (3.10).
In brief, the constraints (3.1) and (3.2) for the closed super three form H are equivalent to the
constraints (2.5): from the supereld i we can construct a closed super three form verifying
(3.1) and (3.2), and, conversely, from the constraints (3.1) and (3.2) on a closed super three-
form, we get a scalar supereld verifying (2.5).
4
4 Sigma model
In this section, we search for sigma-model generalizations of the constraint (2.5). For (1,0)
theories, this was done in [16]. The ve dimensional target space is assumed to be described
by a moving basis eIi (), where I = 1; : : : ; 5 is a flat index of SO(5) and i is a curved space








From (4.1), we can deduce, as in section 2, the transformations of the elds under supersymme-
try, their equations of motions and, in addition, the constraints on the geometry of the target
space.













j = f Iγca; (4.3)












It is convenient, for the analysis of (4.3), to use the following decomposition on the SO(5)
gamma matrices









Then equation (4.3), using the decomposition (2.6), gives the following relations which replace
eqs (2.10) and (2.11)
eI jD(γ)





































as well as the following constraints on f Iγca:



















The structure of f Iγca given in (4.4) implies a number of constraints which are identically
satised. These are given by






Jγ = 0; 6f[IMN ]γ = −IMN
JKfJKγ: (4.12)
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So only the second constraint in (4.9) and (4.11) are not identically satised. It turns out that
these two imply that the moving basis must be such




K ^ eL = 0: (4.13)
It is possible to solve equations (4.13) to get eI = dI for some functions  and I which
means that the target space is conformally flat. By a change of coordinates in the target
space i ! I the theory is transformed to the free theory of section 2. So no non-trivial
sigma-models are allowed by (2,0) supersymmetry.
5 Superconformal transformations
In this section we give a geometrical construction of the superconformal transformations and
determine explicitly the realisation of the generators in the (2,0) superspace.
The flat supersymmetric metric in superspace is given by
g = E
 ⊗ E : (5.1)
Notice that the other term appearing a priori in the (2; 2) superspace, C^^E
^ ⊗E^ , is forbid-
den by chirality in (2; 0) theories. A supercoordinate transformation is generated by an even
vector eld  = E + 
^E^ , where 
 is even and ^ is odd. Under this transformation, the
supercoordinates ZM transform as
x =  + ^(Γ)^^
^;
^ = ^; (5.2)
and the metric varies as
g = Lg; (5.3)
where L is the Lie derivative with respect to the vector . A superconformal transformation
is dened by the requirement that the transformed metric be proportional to the initial one,
that is
g = (Z)g; (5.4)
where  is a priori an arbitrary supereld. The vector eld  is said to be a superconformal
Killing vector. The use of the relation [L; L0] = L[;0], where [; ] is the Lie bracket, shows that
if  and 0 are two superconformal Killing vector elds with scales  and 0 then [; 0] is also
a superconformal Killing vector with scale (0) − 0(), so that the set of all 0s forms a Lie
algebra.
In order to determine explicitly the superconformal Killing vectors we rst calculate the varia-
tion of the basis super one-forms:





so the condition (5.4) is veried provided
D^
 + 2(Γ)^^
^ = 0; (5.6)
@ + @ =  : (5.7)
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We shall show that the equation (5.7) is a consequence of (5.6), so that the solutions of the latter
determine all superconformal Killing vectors. Note that, by equation (5.6), ^ is determined in












which is very similar to the constraint of the scalar supereld (2.5), the vectorial structure in
SO(5) being replaced by the same one in SO(1; 5). In order to analyse equation (5.9) it is






then taking the spinorial derivative of (5.9) yields





















D123i4 = 0: (5.14)
The rst equation is equivalent to (5.7) which shows that (5.7) is contained in (5.6). Let (x),
 ^(x) and  ij(x) be the  = 0 components of , 
^ and D[ij]
, then equations (5.11, 5.12, 5.13)
and (5.14) show that the supereld  is determined in terms of the  ’s. These are solutions to
the following decoupled equations which are consequences of (5.11)













ij = 0: (5.17)
The solutions to (5.15) are the well-known conformal Killing vectors
 = a + a[]x
 + x + (x
2 − 2xx)k
 ; (5.18)
where a; a ;  and k are parameters of innitesimal translations, Lorentz transformations,
dilatations and special conformal transformations. Similarly, the solutions to (5.16) are deter-
mined in terms of two constant spinors  and  (respectively simplectic-Majorana-Weyl and
anti-simplectic-Majorana-Weyl spinors) as




 is the parameter of a supersymmetry transformation and  that of a special supersymmetry





where [ij] are constants which represent innitesimal SO(5) rotations. The complete  expan-
sion of the supereld  follows from the solutions (5.18, 5.19, 5.20) and from the equations
(5.11, 5.12, 5.13) after some tedious algebra as
















In order to have the complete expression of the superconformal Killing vector eld  we have
to calculate ^ from equation (5.8), the result, after some arrangements is
^ =





































The Lie algebra of superconformal transformations can be deduced from the calculation of the
Lie bracket of two super-Killing vectors 1 and 2 which we denote by 3. Let the parameters




a ; a; k

a ; a; a and 
ij
a then the parameters













































2k1 + 12 − 21);
k3 = a

2 k1 − a




















































These relations encode the Lie algebra of superconformal transformations. It can be readily
veried that this Lie algebra is that of OSp(6; 2j2) given in reference [18].
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6 Superconformal invariance
The vector elds , in general, do not commute with D^; using the relation (5.6) on the Killing
vector, the precise commutation relations is given by
[D^; ] = (D^
^)D^: (6.1)
This equation shows that under a superconformal transformation the vector elds D^ are not
invariant. However they transform in such a way as not to mix with the @. This could have
been also a starting point for the denition of superconformal transformations. For future use














 is given, from (5.21), by
D[ij]






From equation (6.1) we can easily deduce that the constraint (2.5) is not invariant under the
transformations i = (i). This motivates the introduction of a connection ij() so that
the transformation of i becomes

i = (i) + ij()
j : (6.4)
We shall explicitly construct () later. Here, we examine some of its mathematical properties.
In fact  is not strictly a connection because in general we do not have (f) = f(), it is only
a cochain on the Lie algebra of superconformal transformations realised with the superconformal
Killing vectors. It is valued in the tensor product of the algebra of superelds and the algebra
of 5 5 matrices. This cochain is however not arbitrary. The requirement [; 0] = [;0] gives
the following consistency condition on ()
((0))− 0(())− ([; 0]) + [();(0)] = 0; (6.5)
where we have used a matrix notation for . In order to make the algebraic meaning of (6.5)
clearer, recall that given a n-cochain on a Lie algebra, g , (g1; : : : ; gn) which is valued in a
g-module M then the Chevalley exterior derivative s is a n+1-cochain given by
s(g1; : : : ; gn+1) =
X
1in+1




(−1)i+j([gi; gj]g1 : : : g^i : : : g^j : : : gn+1): (6.6)
where the notation g^i means that the element gi has been omited. The Chevalley exterior
derivative veries s2 = 0 and the graded Leibniz rule. This allows to write condition (6.5) as
s + 2 = 0; (6.7)
where the exterior product of two cochains is dened in a way similar to the exterior product
of two forms. The algebraic interpretation of condition (6.5) is thus that  has vanishing
curvature. A particular solution to (6.7) is given by a \pure gauge"
 = −1s; (6.8)
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where  is a 0-cochain. Equation (6.8) reads explicitly
() = −1(): (6.9)
Note that if  is a pure gauge then if we dene 0 by  we get 0 = (0), so that a rescaling
of the supereld allows the elimination of . We shall show below that the correct  is not a
pure gauge but has vanishing curvature.
In order to explicitly determine (), we demand that if  veries the constraint (2.5) then

























 = 0: (6.11)






 + ij: (6.12)
This expression shows that  is actually valued in the Lie algebra of u(1)so(5) rather than gl5.
The function  is calculated with the aid of equation (6.10) after using the explicit expression
of D[ij]









 + 0 =  + 0; (6.14)
where 0 is an arbitrary constant which has to be set to zero in order to have (0) = 0. Finally,
we are in position to deduce the complete expression for the 1-cochain ij as













The above expression for  shows clearly that it is a non-trivial zero-curvature 1-cochain because
it cannot be written as a \pure gauge"-cochain of the form (6.9). It remains to check that 
indeed veries the consistency condition (6.7). Note rst that the u(1) part of (6.7) reads
s = 0; (6.16)
which is true because  is given by equation (6.14) and  is closed : ([; 0]) = ((0)) −
0(()). The antisymmetric part of  has also a vanishing curvature. This can be veried
by a direct calculation using (5.24) but a more simple way is to examine the transformation
property of the super three-form.
We shall show that the simple geometrical transformation
H = LH (6.17)
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leaves the constraints (3.1) and (3.2) invariant. Note rst that the transformation of the moving
basis E does not involve the spinorial basis E^, so the constraint (3.1) is left invariant by (6.17).
The transformation of the ^^ components of H under (6.17) reads




The use of relation (6.2) allows to write
H^^ = (ΓΓi)^^
i; (6.19)
with i given by











Relation (6.19) shows that the constraint (3.2) is left invariant by the transformation (6.17). In
addition we can identify the transformation of i which agrees, as it should, with the previously
calculated one. This geometrical construction of  assures the vanishing curvature property du
to the Lie structure of the transformations of the three-form H.
7 Conclusion
We have given two equivalent formulations of the tensorial multiplet of 6D (2,0) theories. We
have illustrated the rigidity of (2,0) supersymmetries by showing the triviality of the sigma-
model. We note here that this triviality can be understood from the super three-form point
of view; indeed, the generalization of the constraints (3.2) to a curved target space manifold,





J does not lead to an interacting sigma-model.
Note that the ve scalars i describe the transverse fluctuations of the ve-brane. The con-
straint (2.5) coincides with the equation obtained in [3] using the superembedding formalism
applied for a ve-brane in a super-flat background, in the physical gauge and in the linearised
approximation. This suggests the existence of a formulation of the full non-linear equations
of motion of the ve-brane which is analogous to the one presented in section 3 and which is
based on constraints on a three-form in a non super-flat background. We hope to come back
to this issue in more details elsewhere.
We have also realised the superconformal transformations as derivations in superspace. This
gives a geometric construction of the superconformal Lie algebra compared to the algebraic
one presented in [18]. Moreover, this allows to realise, in a manifestly supersymmetric way, the
transformation of the supermultiplet. This gives an alternative proof to the one relying on the
component formalism presented in [18] that the linearised equations of motion of the ve-brane
are superconformally invariant.
We have found that the transformation of the three-form involves only coordinate reparametri-
sations whereas, for the scalar supereld, the introduction of a cochain is in addition needed.
This suggests that the formulation in terms of super three-forms may be helpful in the construc-
tion of superconformal interacting theories and shed some light on the conjecture [8] relating
them to M-theory. In this respect, recently it has been shown [19] that the bosonic action for
M-theory ve-branes in their near horizon background have a non-linearly realised conformal
invariance. Our results may be useful in extending this invariance to a superconformal one.
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A Conventions
In this Appendix we collect our conventions and notations. The 6D (2,0) supersymmetry
algebra is conveniently described as a chiral truncation of the reduction of the 11D algebra.
The 11D superalgebra reads
fQ^; Q^g = 2(Γ
^C)^^P^; (A.1)
where ^ = 1; : : : ; 32; ^ = 0; : : : 10 and C^^ is an antisymmetric matrix verifying
C−1Γ^C = −Γ^T : (A.2)
The reality condition on 11D fermions reads
Ψ = C ΨT ; (A.3)
or equivalently
Ψ^ = C ^^Ψ^  Ψ
^; (A.4)
where C ^^ is the inverse of C^^. We shall use C to raise and lower indices and the notation
(Γ)^^ for (Γ
C)^^ . Under reduction to six dimensions the spinorial index ^ decomposes as a
where  is an SO(5; 1) spinorial index and a an SO(5) spinorial index. A representation of the
Gamma matrices is conveniently given by
Γ = γ ⊗ 1; Γ5+i = ~γ ⊗ γi; (A.5)
where  and i are respectively six and ve dimensional vector indices, and ~γ is the chirality
matrix in six dimensions:
~γ = γ0 : : : γ5: (A.6)
We shall also denote Γ5+i by Γi. In this representation the charge conjugaison matrix C may
be written as
C = C ⊗ Ω; (A.7)
where C is symmetric and veries
C−1γC = −γ T ; (A.8)
whereas Ω is antisymmetric and veries
Ω−1γiΩ = γi T : (A.9)
Spinorial indices of SO(5; 1) and SO(5) can be raised and lowered with repctively C and Ω.
The reduction of the algebra (A.1) to six dimensions leads to the (2,2) algebra
fQ+; Q+g = 2+γP
+; (A.10)
fQ−; Q+g = 2−γici
+; (A.11)
fQ−; Q−g = 2−γP
−; (A.12)
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where the ve-dimensional momentum appears as a central charge, and  are the projec-
tors on fermions of a given six-dimensional chirality. The (2,2) algebra is invariant under the
transformation Q− ! −Q−, c ! −c. Modding out with respect to this symmetry leads to
the desired (2,0) algebra. This is obtained by setting Q− = ci = 0 in the above formulae. As
is evident from its construction this algebra has a Spin(5) = Sp(2) R-symmetry. The 11D
Majorana fermion becomes a Spin(5) Majorana-Weyl six dimensional fermion :
Ψ = C ΨT ; (A.13)
which reads in components
Ψa = ΩabC Ψ
b T : (A.14)
The antisymmetrised product of n gamma matrices is denoted by Γ^1:::^n . We have
(Γ^1:::^nC)T = −(−1)n(n+1)=2Γ^1:::^nC; (A.15)
from which we get
(γ1:::nC)T = (−1)n(n+1)=2γ1:::nC; (A.16)
(γi1:::inΩ)T = −(−1)n(n−1)=2γi1:::inΩ: (A.17)




















































with coecients cn and ~cn given by
cn = 8 (−1)
n(n−1)=2 and ~cn = 4 (−1)
n(n−1)=2: (A.19)
Using the Fierz rearangement for commuting spinors E and F , we get the useful relations
( EΓiE)( EΓ
E) = 0; (A.20)
and
( FΓE)( EΓ
E) + ( FΓiE)( EΓiE) = 0: (A.21)
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